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1. INTRODUCTION

The present paper is devoted to the study of one-parametric motions in a homo
geneous space GlH. The class of all Lie groups G in consideration is given by explicit
conditions and includes all real semisimple Lie groups. It contains also some nonsemisimple Lie groups, which are of interest in kinematic geometry (for example
the Lie groups of all euclidean or affine transformations of n-dimensional affine
space).
In part two we show that the problem of finding all invariants of a motion is equi
valent to the problem of finding all invariants of a curve in a certain homogeneous
space — we get a generalisation of centroids and axoids known in classical kinematics.
Third part gives explicit formulas for compact and complex semisimple Lie groups.
The case of euclidean motion in E„ was treated by the author in [5].
The last part is a realisation of the described method for unitary motions. The
unitary group has been chosen because it has not been treated yet and so it can
demonstrate, that our method can be used without knowing the classical results. The
paper was partially written during my stay at the University of Kuwait.
2. MOTION IN A HOMOGENEOUS SPACE

Let GjH be a homogeneous space with elements represented as left cosets уН
for у e G. A one-parametric motion in GjH is an immersion i of an open interval /
of the real line in the group G. The curve i(l) уН in GlH is called the trajectory of the
point уН e GjH. Kinematic geometry studies the system of trajectories of all points
of GjH regardless of the parametrization of the curve /'(/). We shall write g{t) for i{l)
without paying special attention to parameter changes of the curve i{l) because we
usually can choose a canonical parameter for it. Let further Q resp. Q be the left
resp. right canonical form on G. This by definition means that Q(X) = Lg-iX resp.
Q(^X) = Rg' iX for X e Tg{G). Lresp. R is the left resp. right translation in the group G.
Let now g и 02 be fixed elements in G. Then the motion Qi g{t) g 2^ has the same
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trajectories as g(t) has because Qi g{t) д2^{уН) = g^ g(t){g2^yH) and so the dif
ference is only up to transformations from G. From this we can see that to find
invariants of motion in G/Я means to solve the equivalence problem for a curve in G
with respect to the group G x G acting on G by the rule [g^, g 2) 9 = 9x99 2^ for
any ^ 1 , ^25 g ^ G, The isotropy group of eis the diagonal G' of G x G, consisting of
elements of the form (g, g) for all g E G. We then regard G as the homogeneous space
G X GlG\ Elements of G x GjG' are of the form (g^, g2) G\ the multiplication is
defined by the direct product structure and we write it in the form [g^, 0^2) {9з^ 94} =
= (^10^3. 9294) for any g^, g2. g^^ g4 e G. lf{gxh, g2h) e (g^, g2) G', then the element
9г92^ = (é^i^) (б^2^)"^ does not depend on the choice of h and so we can identify
{9ъ 92) ^' with the element 9xg2^ ^ G.
Let g X g be the Lie algebra of G x G. Vectors of the form {X, X) e 0^ x g
form the Lie algebra of G' and the subspace m of g x g formed by elements of the
form {X, ~X) is invariant by the group ad G'. So G x GjG' has the natural structure
of a reductive homogeneous space, we write g x g = g' + m. We can further
identify m with g if we let [X, —X) e m coincide with Z e g.
Finally we write R{i) == Q{g'{t)) resp. R{t) = Q{g'{t)) for the moving resp, fixed
directing cone of the motion g{t). g'{t) denotes the tangent vector i^{djdt) of g{t) at
the point g(t).
Let us suppose from now on that g has commutative Cartan subalgebras, fix one
of them and denote it h'. So \h', /i'] = 0 and N{h') = h' where N means the normalizer. An element Z of g will be called regular if dim Z{X) = dim h\ here Z means
the centralizer of X in g. We shall call a motion regular (with respect to h') if R{t)
is in the orbit of h' under ad G and consists of regular elements only, (if R{t) is regular
and in the orbit of h' under ad G, so is R(t) because R(t) = ad g{t) R(t).)
Let a regular motion g(t) be given and let (gi(t), g2(t)) be its arbitrary lift into
G X G. Then gi(t)g2^{t) = g(t). For the canonical (left invariant) form [co^, 0)2)
on the lift (gи 92)^ G X G we have
W

<^i=ö'r^d^i,

^2 = 92^ àg2^

The form (œ^, (O2) can be written as a sum of two forms
0),

with the second part of the sum in m. From the definition of the lift (^1, 92) we get
the following formula
(2)

Rdt = a.d 9i(cOx — CO2) ,

Rdt = 3.6 ^2(^1 " ^2) •

So Ш1 — a>2 is a regular element in the orbit of h\
If we choose another lift of g(t), say (gij, g27), we get for the m component
^1 "~ ^2 of the canonical form for the new lift cb^ — 0)2 = ad 7~^(ö>i — 0)2). So
we can choose such a lift (g^, 92) of g(t), that ct^i — CO2 e //'.
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We denote now by Ж the normahzer of h' in G and by ^{X) the centralizer oïX e h'
in G. (So Ж =^{деО\ ad /i' = К], ^(X) = {^ G G | ad ^X = X}). From our
assumptions we see that Ж and ^{p^ — Ш2) have the same Lie algebra, because
N{h!^ = /?' ^ ,^(û>i — 0J2) and Ш| — CO2 is regular. This means that we have got
tangent lift for g(t) and invariants of the first order. We shall suppose now that we
have a lift {Qi(t), gzi^)) <^f 0^(0 ^^^^^ ^^^^ ^1 ~" ^2 ^ h' for it. This lift depends on the
group Ж. So we can consider the homogeneous space G/c# and we get two curves
in it, 710'1 ^^<^ T^Qi^ where тг is the natural projection from G to G/jf. The curve 7C^2
is called the moving centroid (or poloid) of the motion, ng^ is called the fixed
centroid (or poloid) of the motion g{i). If we denote by h2{t) resp. h^[t) the isotropy
algebra of ng2{t) resp. ngi{^t) in G/j^, we get the following
Theorem 1. Denote P2 — ng2. Pi = 7ig^. Then
(3)

g{t) P2{t) = Pi{t),

R{t) e /Z2(0 ,

^ ( 0 ^ ^i(0 ^ ^^ ^(0 ^^2(0 ^ ^i(0 •

Let us further suppose that Ж acting as a transformation group on h' has a funda
mental domain for all regular elements (see [7]) and that the isotropy group of all
elements co^ — CO2 ^ ^ is the same, denote it by Ж^ (all regular elements in /1' have the
same isotropy algebra h'). In this case we can suppose, that Ш| — co2 is in the
fundamental domain and the lift (g^, g2) is then given up to elements in Ж^.
Let now ei,f^ be a base for g such that elements e^ form a base for h'. Then we
can write
(4)

0^1 = œ\ei + n\f^ ,

Û>2 = ^i^i + nlfa > / = 1, ..., и ,

oe = 1, ..., m ,

where coj — CO2 == (co^ — Ш2) ^^ + (г]\ — ??2)/a. so for lifts of the first order we have
a
a
r/l == f?2-

The remaining isotropy group is now the diagonal of Ж1 x J f j , a subgroup
of G\ So the main components for (co^, CO2) ^I'G ^1 = ^2 ai^d coj — 0)2, secondary
components are œ\ + Ш2 (in the sense of Cartan's moving frame). From this we see,
that to find Frenet's lift for the motion we must find the canonical form of the
element Y = rjlf^ e g//i'. This means, that in order to find invariants of the second
order of a motion it is enough to find invariants of the first order of a curve in
a homogeneous space G/jf^, invariants of the moving and fixed centroid.
If we denote by v^ ~ a>[ — a>2 the invariants of the first order of the motion, we get
formulas connecting invariants of motion with invariants of poloids by formulas
(5)

ri\ = nl ,

i;' = a>i - 0 ) ^

Choosing now a suitable canonical parameter t for the motion and the canonical
parameter 5 for poloids P2{s), Pi{s), we can write explicit formulas connecting all
invariants.
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For illustration consider a special case of a one-parametric group g(t) = exp tX
as a motion. If X is regular, we can suppose that Xe/г'. Taking now an arbitrary lift
of g{t), we see, that g(t) has only invariants of the first order v' and the rest is zero or is
not defined (there is no canonical lift in general). This leads to the definition of the in
stantaneous motion of the given motion g(^t) at the point ÎQ, it is the motion y{u) =
= exp и K(^o) • 9{^o)- Directing cones of the instantaneous motion y(u) are R{to)
and R{to) respectively and its invariants are numbers v^i^to). Trajectories of the in
stantaneous motion are integral curves of the field of tangent vectors of trajectories
of points in any homogeneous space GJK and V^ÎQ) characterize this field. This gives
the geometric interpretation of invariants v\
A motion is called harmonic (according to J. TÖLKE, see [1]), if invariants v^ are
constant during the whole motion. It means geometrically that all instantaneous
motions of the given motion are equivalent.
The special case of cyclic motion is also interesting. A motion g(t) is called cyclic,
if it is product of two one-parametric groups, so g(t) = exp (rX) exp (—гУ) for
some X, Ye q in this case. We see easily, that (exp tX, exp tY) is a lift of this cyclic
motion and its canonical form is (co^, CO2) = {X dt, Ydt). So we have
Theorem 2. Invariants of a cyclic motion are constant.
We can also prove the converse, but in the general case only.
Theorem 3. Let numbers x[, X2, y\ = y'2 be given in such a way, that the vector
j i / д e g//î' is in the fundamental form. Then there is exactly one (up to the equivalence) motion with these numbers as invariants and this motion is cyclic.
Proof. Let us write X = xle^ + y\f^, Y = x\ei + y\f^. Then [œ^, 0)2) =
= {X dt, Ydt) is the canonical form for (exp tX, exp tY). Then (exp tX, exp tY) is
a lift for a cychc motion g{t) = exp tX . exp { — tY) and the motion g{t) has the given
numbers as invariants because y\f^ is of the fundamental form. The uniqueness is
easy.
For illustration let us consider now the motion in the homogeneous space G/jf',
where J f is the normalizer oî h'. For any regular motion g{t) in G we have two
poloids jP2(0 ^^^ ^^i(0 ^^ 0\Ж. Their properties are characterized as follows.
Theorem 4. ^1(^0) is the only stationary point at the instant tQ,
Proof. The tangent vector of the trajectory of any point t is given by the Killing
vector field defined by JR(^). Formula (З) now means that the corresponding vector
of the right invariant vector field on G defined by R is vertical at gi(t) and so its
projection is zero.
Conversely, if the projection is zero at some point y Ж for some 7 G G, then R G
Gady/ii- This means that ady/ii = ad^^i^i and so ad (7~^ö^i)/i| = /ii,
y~^gi^
e Ж = ^(h^
and ny = ng^.
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Theorems. The moving centroid P2 is rolling on the fixed centroid during the
motion. This means that g'^if) p2{t) = p[{t) and the invariants of the first order
are the same.
Proof. We have g{7ig2) = ng^, g = g^g2^

and so ^* = gtigï^^'

g'^iPi) = ^*(^^2)' = ^ l ^ ^ i ) = n%g^g'2) = n^igtigî'T

92) - n*{gt^)

Further
=

for some he h^. The rest is obvious from the definition of coj, a>2.
Theorem 6. Let us be given two curves P2{t), Pi{t) in homogeneous space Gjjf
with t a canonical parameter. Let P2, Pi have the same invariants of the first order
with (Di ~ 0)2 regular. Then there is exactly one regular motion (up to equivalence) having P2 and p^ as its poloids.
Proof. Let coi = œ[ei + rjlf^, 0)2 = co^ei + ^/^/a- Then there are curves ^i(^),
1^2(0 such that (ш^, CO2) is the canonical form of the curve {gi{t), gii^)) in G x G.
^1^2^^ is the required motion. The rest is obvious.
Theorem 7. Poloids of a regular cyclic motion are trajectories of one-para
metric motions.
Proof. Let g{t) = exp tX exp (i-tY). Then (exp tX, exp îY) is a lift of g{t). We
can suppose that X - Ye h^ and then (exp tX, exp гУ) is a first order lift of g{t)
and so poloids are p2 = n exp tX, p^ = n exp tY and those are trajectories of one
parametric motions.

3. INVARIANTS OF A CURVE IN G/^
Let 0 be a semisimple Lie algebra over C. Let us denote by G the real Lie group of all
inner automorphisms of cj, Ж be the normalizer in G of a fixed Cartan subalgebra I).
Let further a curve x{t) in the homogeneous space G/j^ be given and let g{t) be its
arbitrary lift. Denote by (o(t) the values of the canonical form on the given lift, letX(f)
be the projection of œ(t) in g/f). To find invariants of x{t) means to find the canonical
form of X(t) with respect to Ж. From this we see, that g can be supposed to be
simple. Let us now fix a Weyl base E^ in g/I) and an ordered system of simple roots
7Г = {aj, ..., a„} in I). Denote —n = { —a^, ..., —(x^}. From [8] we know that the
group c^/Exp ad Ï) is isomorphic to the Weyl group Wof g.
Definition 1. Let us denote by Э the automorphism of g given by relations ^{E^) =
= £_^, &{h) = — h for h el), g will be called of the first type if ^ is inner and of
the second type if 9^ is an outer automorphism.
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From [4] we know that S is outer iïï g = A„ for n ^ 2, g = I>2n+i foi* n ^ 1
or g = £бThe set exp ad Ï). (1, Щ is a group, as we see from the formula S exp ad hB~^ =
= exp ad ( — h) for /Î e 1^.
So let us denote V = exp ad ï) . {1, d} n Int ^.
Lemma 1. V is an invariant subgroup of Ж.
Proof. Let A G Ж\ exp ad /z . £ e K, where e is 1 or i9. T/ien (Л exp ad h . eÄ~^) e =
= exp ad h' for some W e Ï), as [A exp ad h . еЛ"^) e induces the identical transfor
mation in Ï). So we have A exp ad h . sA~^ = exp ad h' . e.
Let now a vector X =•• x^E^ in g/ï) be given. Let us define the numbers £^^ — x^x^^.
Then (^^ = ^__^ and we have the following lemma:
Lemma 2, The numbers ^^ do not depend on the group V.
Proof. Let AeV.
= AX

= X M ^ a

Then AE^ = ^'a^±oc^ AE^^ = v_„Eq:^, v^v_^ = 1 and X =

== E ^ a V a £ ± a = • ^ ± a ^ ± a - W c gCt X^ = X±^V±^ a n d <^^ = X„X_^

=

Let us suppose from now on that X satisfies the foliowmg condition: if a ф ±ß,
then \^^\ Ф \^ß\. As we have chosen an ordered system n of simple roots, we have
determined one Cartan matrix of g — the Cartan matrix A^j = 2(а^уа^) (a^^a,)"^
of 7Г. With every sequence of n roots we can associate its Cartan matrix. Let us
denote by П the set of all sequences of n roots having the same Cartan matrix, as n has.
To every cp = {ß^, ..., ß„} e П we now get a sequence (p(^) = {|^^J, ..., |(^^J}
of n real numbers. We have also ( —<p)((^) = <p(£). The system UQ :э JJ^ ... :D П„
of subsets of Я will be defined as follows: Put TIQ = П. Let us suppose, that we have
already defined П}, and consider the number rjj^+i =max|(^^^^J, where cp =
(pen к

= {ßw'.ßn}'

Then

we define Я,^+1 = («A e Я^ | |^^,^^ J = ^Z^+i}, where ф =

= {Уи-'-^Уп}Lemma 3. Я„ contains only two elements, cp^ and —(PiProof. Sets Я^ are nonempty for к = 1, ..., п. If we have cp = {ßi, ..., ß„} e Я^
and ij/ = {уI, ..., jj,} E n\, we get y^ = ±^^ for / = 1, ..., k. If now cp e П^+^ and
|/^еЯ;,+ 1, then y^ = /4 or y^ = -ß^. From y,, = ß,, we get y^+i = ßu+u because
the Dynkin diagram of a simple Lie algebra is connected and so (y^, y^+i) < 0 and
(ßi^, ßk+i) < 0. The case У}, = — Д/^ is similar. The converse is easy because cp E П„
implies —cp e П„.
Using the construction mentioned above we get two systems of simple roots,
say (p and —cp from Я. As we know that there exists an inner automorphism mapping
(p onto 7Г or —n, we are led to the following definition:
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Definition 2. Let the notation be as above and let X e g/I). We say that X is in
the fundamental form, if it satisfies the following condition:
Let (ai, ..., afc, ßk+w-, ßn) resp. ( - a i , ..., -a^^, A + i , ..., ß„) be a system of simple
roots, where a^, ...,(x,,en and j^^+i = ±a/c+i- Then |^^^| > |(J^^|.
The automorphism A which maps ф on тг or —n maps the vector X on the vector
A{X) in the fundamental form. ИАеЖ and X is in the fundamental form, then A{X)
is in the fundamental form if and only if A G F.
Lemma 4. Le^ X e g/(), 9 Ф 1)4. Г/ien ï/iere ^x/sts only one Ae J^jV such that
A[X) is in the fundamental
form.
Proof. If g is of the second type, then V = exp ad I) and c^/Fis isomorphic to W.
Let 7Г = (aj, ..., a„) be fixed and let cp = (ßi, ..., ß„)en„. As the Cartan matrices
of (p and 71 are the same, there exists an automorphism fie Ж resp. у e Ж such
that iu((^) = 7T or у(ф) = — 71 (it means that fi{ßi} = об^- or ^(ß^) = — a^ for i = 1,..., n).
As у = Sfi exp ad h for some /z E I), we see, that exactly one of the automorphisms /i
and y is inner. (We know, that the group Aut g/Int g is trivial or Z2 except for 1)4.)
If all automorphisms of g are inner, the lemma is obvious. In the case of 1)2^» ^ ^ 3
we shall take the group Aut g instead of Int g for the group G, Ж is in this case the
normalizer of ï) in Aut g and the lemma is again true. For D4. the conclusion of
Jemma 4 is not valid. In the following we shall take Aut g for G in case of D2k, ^ ^ 3,
case 1)4 will be left out.
Let now X e g/ï) in the fundamental form be given with X = x^E^, Let AeV. Then A
leaves invariant every subspace U^ = C£„ -f CE_^ and the matrix of the restriction
of A to U^ is of the form

for the L type and

(a : - ) " Cr, Ô-)
vO, с;

for the 2. type.
The automorphism Ae V is uniquely determined, if we give the numbers c^.,
where a,- e тг, Q . ф 0 for the 2. type resp. c^., e, where a^ e n, c^. ф 0, e = ± 1 for
the L type, i = 1, ..., n. Let us write X = A{X), X ~ x^E^.
a) For the 2. type: We get x^ = c^x^, x_^ == c~^x_a. Let us choose c^ =
= ±{х^,х;'У^\
Then x,^ = (x.^^x^yy^^ x,^ = (х^,.х_,,У''^ = i^a^^-l) ^-a, =
= X _ « . If

X^^ = X_^^ a n d

X^^ = X_^,., t h e n X^,.(x_^,.)"^ = 4 ^ a , ( ^ - a . ) ~ S

^ac =

1.

^oii ~ ±^- This suggests the following
Definition 3. Let w be a complex number. We shall say that w > 0 iff Re w > 0
or Re w = 0 and Im w > 0.
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We can see easily, that w Ф 0 and w > 0 implies — w > 0. With definition 3 in
mind we see, that the numbers c^. can be chosen in such a way, that x^. = x_^, > 0.
b) For the 1. type: The consideration is the same as in a) only we get the group
{1, Щ as a rest. We can choose ô e {1, 9} so, that х^^+аз —^-ах-аг > ^- This can be
done, as ai + a2 is a root (if the rank of g is at least 2) and x„^ + „^ Ф X-^^^-^^^ 0 ^
general).
Let us choose now the arc s of the curve x[t) in such a way that X satisfies the
relation ^ \Ц = 1.
-^ ^
aeX

Theorem 8. Let x(t) be a curve in о\Ж such that its arbitrary lift satisfies \^J[ Ф
Ф \^ß\ for a Ф ±ß at t = 0, Then there exists a parameter s (s(0) = 0), an interval
I ;= ( —e^ g) and a lift g(s) of x(s) such that for X = xj^s) E^ and s e I we have
a) X(0) is in the fundamental
form,
b) x^. = x_«. > 0 for i = 1 , . . . , n,

c) ПЦ = 1'
d) x^^+^, - x_«,„«, > 0 (for the 1. type).
Definition 4. Let us write for the lift g{s) from theorem 8:

as

i=i

Then the functions xj^s), yi^s) are called the invariants of the curve x{t).
Tiieorem 9. Let x^(s), yi[s) be complex functions of a real parameter s, let I be
an interval. Let us suppose, that the following are satisfied:
e) xj^s), Уац{^ <3^^ defined on I,
ii) |(^^.| = x^.. x_«. Ф 0 on I,
iii) conditions a.) —d) from theorem 8.
Then there exists only one {up to transformations from G) curve x(s) in С\Ж
defined on I such that x^(s) and y,(s) are its invariants.
R e m a r k . If we consider Gj^ as a complex manifold with a curve as a function
of a complex parameter on it, we may proceed analogously, only the arc must be
defined in another way. We can choose it so, that (}]^аУ^^ = 1 for example. Then
we get similar two theorems as above.
Now we shall give the parallel theory for a compact real semisimple Lie algebra.
Let the notation be the same as above. Then the vectors ^[—1)H^., E^ + £„^,
^ ( — 1) (E^ — £_ J generate over R a real compact form g„ of g. Every automorphism
of g^ can be uniquely extended to an automorphism of g, which leaves д„ invariant.
Groups Aut g^ and Int g^ can be then considered as subgroups of Aut g and Int g
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respectively. Let now Ж be the normalizer of -J{—\) h, where h = ^ЯЯ^^.. Then
^ / E x p ad ( ^ ( - 1 ) h) is isomorphic to the Weyl group W of g. The automorphism 5,
also leaves g^^ invariant, as is seen from its definition. So we can suppose that we have
a simple compact real Lie algebra g,^ situated in its complexification as described above.
Let us identity every automorphism of g,^ with its complexification and let A be an
automorphism of g„ leaving invariant ^(—1)/2. Then Л(£^) = ö^£^(a), where
a^a^^ = 1 and \aj^ = 1 (see [6]). From this we see, that everything is similar to the
complex case and the result is as follows:
Theorem 10. Let x{t) be a curve in GJJ^, where G = Int g,^ and Ж is the same as
above. Let us have \^J^ ф \^ß\ for а Ф ±ß at t = О for an arbitrary lift of x(t).
Then the conclusion of theorem 8 is valid and x^ = x^^for all on el.
Proof. The proof is similar to that of theorem 8, only now |c^| = 1 and x^ = x_^.
Theorem 11. Let I'^ be the set of all positive roots. Let real functions xj^s), yj^s),
2^.(5) on I be given, where a e l " ^ , a^-e тт. Let us suppose that X = Y, [(^a(^) +

+ V ( - l ) > ^ ) ) £ , + {x,{s) - V(-l)ja(5))£-a] and ^, = ^_, = x^ + yl Satisfy
conditions 2i)~d) from theorem 8. Then there exists only one curve x(s) in 01Ж
such that x^, y^, z^. are its invariants.

4. SU(n + 1) AS AN EXAMPLE

Let us consider the group G = SU[n + 1)/Z, where Z is the center of SU{n + 1).
Z is the group of [n + l)st roots from one. G is a simple compact Lie group of type ^ , „
itisisomorphicwiththegroupof all inner automorphisms of a simple real compact
Lie algebra of the type A^. This algebra can be realized as the algebra of all skewhermitian matrices with trace zero, its complexification is the algebra of all complex
matrices of type (n + 1) x (n + 1) with trace zero — let us denote it Л„. Let us denote
«+1

by El J the matrix with entries a^p = a^^ojß. Vectors £^^ mod ^ £^^ form a base
of a Cartan subalgebra of Д„ say h. Matrices E^j for i < j and —£,7 for i > j form
a Weyl base of A^jh up to a constant factor. As usual write Я, for л^/(— 1) Ец. Roots
of A^ are then À^ - Àj. X e A„iïï x^ + Xji = 0, ^x,-^ = 0. For n we usually choose
the system тс = {Я1 - ^2, ...,Я„ — K+i}- L)enote further by Ж the normalizer
of 7 ( ~ l ) / î i n G.
Let now X = (Xij) be a matrix from Aj^[~\)
h, where x,y = >\-у + \/("~^) ^U'
Xij= —Xji, Хц = 0. Following theorem 10 we define the matrix ^^ = ytj + z^
for i Ф j and ^ii = 0. Then ^ij is a symmetrical matrix. Let us suppose that ^ij Ф ^^„^
for {i,j} Ф {k, m}. With the use of the algorithm described above we now choose
a system of simple roots. At the first step let ii^i^ = max £ij. Then we get two roots,
Af, — Ài^ and Aj2 — ^i,, and any of them can be the first in the needed system. At the
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second step let us take the maximum of all С,-,;„ and ^i^i^ where i^ ф ц, /г- We get
either ^^^^^ or f ^^,-^. In the first case we take the roots Я^^ - Я,-,, Я^, - Я,^ at the first
two places of our system, in the second case we take Я/^ — Я^^, Я^^ — Я^^. Then we
take the maximum of ^i^i^, where i^ ф f^, /2, get the third root and so on. At the n-th
step we get two systems of simple roots, say ±{Я^^ — Я^^, ..., Я^^ — Я^^^/} and there
is only one element of the Weyl group, which maps one of these systems on n (we
take them as ordered). We then see, that X is in the fundamental form if for ^ij =
= X?,- + z?y the following is true:
^12 > ^ij

where

^23 > ^ak where

1,2 = i , ; ,
a = 1, 2 ,

/c > 3 ,

C^23>^13,

^1,1+i > ^ik.

k>

I + i ,

I = 1, ..., П .

For the matrix со == (x^j), where Xj,- = yij + \/("~ 0 ^u^ ^^ invariants of a curve
in GJJ^ we have:
(6)

X = nœ

is the fundamental form ,

x^^^

= —x^+j j > 0

is real, ш is skew-hermitian, ^ x,-^ . x,y = 1 and Tr со = 0. Specially for n = 2 we get
i^j

/(-O-ib
4/(
<^ - I - У 1 2 ,
\-yi3 + \/(-0^i3'

У12.
V(~^)^22,
-J23.

У13 + 7 ( - 1 ) ^ 1 з \
У2З
V(-0^33
/

where j ^ 2 > V'23 > >'?з + ^?з, v,. > 0, J23 > 0, >;?2 + V23 + У1З + Аъ = 2~S
-11 + ^22 + Z33 = 0.

Let now F""^^ be a unitary vector space of dimension n + 1 with a unitary scalar
product {x, y) and a determinant function |x|, ..., x„ + i|. By a frame ^ —
= {xi, ..., x,,^ 1} we shall mean an orthonormal and unimodular base ((xj, x^) = b^-,
ri>--->^n+i| = 1). If we fix a frame then ^[/(n + 1) acts naturally on F''"^^ Elements
of 5(7(n + 1) can be identified with frames in |/""*^^ Further consider the unitary
sphere 5^" + ^ in F"'^^ given by the equation (x, x) = 1. Then the group Z of (« + l)st
roots of one acts naturally on 52" + ^ and we can form the quotient manifold
S "^^/2 = M. The group Sl]{n + l)/Z = G acts then transitively on M.
Let us suppose that a unitary motion д{1) is given. We consider it as the motion of
F"^^ or of S^""^^ The fixed centroid consists of a system of n + 1 mutually ortho
gonal directions in F""^^ or of n + 1 mutually orthogonal great circles in 5^""^^
These systems are determined by the eigenvectors of the fixed directing cone Я.
The situation for the moving centroid is similar. If we denote the Frenet frame of the
fixed centroid by #" = {l/|, ..,, l / ^ + J , we have the fixed centroid (Я^Ь^!,...
. . . , ^ + i ^ . H - i } where X,eC in V"^^ or Я, = И ' ' ^ ' ^ ' , YjP, = 0 in S^"^^ Denote
nowbycoi = mijdt, CO2 = /i^y dr the invariants of the motion ^(f) with t the canonical
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parameter (defined by the condition that Ä is a unit vector with respect to the Killing
form on g). Similarly as in (6) nœ^ = ж(02 is in the fundamental form, x^ j+i =
= —Xi+ii > 0 is real, co^ and CO2 are skew-hermitian and Tr co^ = Tr Ш2 = 0.
n+l

The only difference is, that now ^ ( т , ^ — п,^)^ = — 1 . Numbers Vi = Шц — Пц
i=l

are eigenvalues of the directing cone R.
Let s be the common arc for the fixed and the moving centroid. Then we have
ds
and so
dt

"^^

ds

i-i

where x,j resp. x^j are invariants of the fixed resp. the moving centroid. Similarly
we get
dt

i^j

The Frenet formulas for the fixed centroid can now be written in the form
U'i = XijUj ,

/, j = 1, ..., П + 1 ,

where the matrix x^j satisfies (6j .

Let us find out, how the Frenet's frame is defined. Let the fixed centroid be given
by vectors Xi, ...,X„ + i, where X^, ...,Z„ + i are given as eigenvectors of the fixed
directing cone R.
For Frenet's frame #" = {U^, ..., U„+^} we have
X; = t/ie-^^"^"^'

with

X'P/^0

as we can suppose |X,] = 1, \X^, ...,X„+i| = L After diff'erentiation and scalar
multiplication we get
( X ; , X , ^ 0 = 3'M+ie^*"''''''"'"^''

with

x,j = y,j +

^{~l)z,j.

n+l

This gives (together with J^ç^ = 0) n + i linear equations of rank n 4- 1 for uni=0

known (pi and this defines Frenet's frame uniquely. The other invariants can be
now expressed using derivatives of Frenet's frame and scalar multiplication.
Li the end we shall illustrate the difference by the nature of problems in the 3dimensional kinematic geometry and in that of n dimensions. Consider the unitary
motion as a motion in S^'"'^^. The fixed axoid consists then of n + 1 mutually
orthogonal ruled surfaces (in spherical space). Let us find out what is the connection
between the invariants of the fixed axoidand the invariants of the mentioned ruled
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surfaces. Let x be a unit vector in V^ + \ Then all points in S^"-"' of the form y =
- И"^^'^х determine a direct line in the spherical space S^"""^ (it is a great circle
of the sphere). The homogeneous space of all direct lines of the described form is the
space SU{n + 1)/Цп). Using the method of speciahsation of the frames we get Frenet's
formulas for such a ruled surface in the form
y'k = -^k,k-iVk-i

+ ^/{-^)rjkuVk

+ ^к+1,кУк+1

with the arc determined by tj21 and with TJIQ — ^n + 2,n+i

= 0, Tjij real.
Let the ruled surface be given by a vector X with [X, X) = L Then X = F^e^^" ^^*^.
Taking the derivative n-times and using Frenet's formulas, we get
det|X,X',...,Z(''>| = e^"^^>^^-^>^^2i
^«-bij^t,--., K , . i |
and so
g(« + i)V(-i)P^^^
,,„,,,„ = d e t | X , X ' , . . . , ^ ^ " 4 .
This determines V^. From

we get dsjdt for the arc s and the rest follows if we use the orthogonalisation process
and Frenet's formulas.
From this consideration we see that Frenet's frame of the ruled surface of our
type is of the (n + l)st order, but Frenet's frame for the axoid is of the second
order in coefficients of the matrix of the motion. This implies that the connection
between them becomes very complicated for n general, we can get reasonable for
mulas only in cases of low dimensions or for the invariants of low order.
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